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Bio Benjamin supports sustainable cacao farming. buying this 
product, you help improve lives of cacao farmers and help them 
grow sustainable cacao for many years to come.
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Benjamissimo is the premium chocolate brand of Bio Benjamin. The artisan chocolates are made 
with fine flavour cacao beans sourced from family farms in Nicaragua. These chocolates are 

vegan, organic, and include ingredients which have major health benefits such as superfoods. 
At the same time, they offer unique and exciting flavours. The design is sophisticated and 

unmistakable, yet contemporary and appetizing. Everyone will  find in this range something 
he or she likes, such as tasty alternatives to milk chocolate or white chocolate!
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Dislay stand floor
7 flavours x 10 chocolate bars
1 flavour x 6 Hazelnut spread jars

Display stand counter
4 flavours x 10 chocolate bars

Benjamissimo Chocolate 70g
Display 10 x 70g /9 x 13 x 18 cm/
Masterbox /41 x 41 x 38 cm/
24 x 10 x 70g = 240 chocolates
Pallet 4 layers x 6 masterboxes = 
24 masterboxes
24 masterboxes = 
5 760 chocolate bars

Display box
10 chocolate bars x 70g
 

24сm
38cm

120cm
(with head + 30сm)

19сm

34cm
9сm

13cm

18cm
33cm

(with head + 15сm)

Shelf life: 12 months
Guaranteed shelf life: 10 months

Benjamissimo logistic data
Benjamissimo Hazelnut spread 
with cacao and coconut
Glass jar 200g / 7 x 7 x 8,5 cm/
Box 6 x 200g / 21,5 x 14,5 x 10 cm/
Pallet 8 layers x 25 boxes = 
200 boxes
200 boxes = 1200 glass jars


